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Figure 4.11: (Left) Effects of varying ‘η’ on fooling ratio. The effects are shown for both `∞ and `2 norm bounded perturbations. For clarity, the plots are
only provided for transformation T1 in Table 1 of the paper. Other transformations behave in a qualitatively similar manner. (Right) The role of including
gradient moments in the optimization Algorithm 1 of the paper. Plots are provided for T1. Qualitatively similar effects were observed in our experiments for
all transformations. This was also true for Algorithm 1a.
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4.8 Exposition of salient features in the perturbations

We argued in § 3 of the Chapter 3 that a systematic computation of input-agnostic perturbations is expected

to reveal patterns that are actually considered salient features of an object category by the classifier. We also

identified in that removing the norm bounds from our ‘attack to fool’, reveals clear salient visual features of the

target class in the perturbation. Here, we highlight that between these two related phenomena, it is the systematic

computation of the perturbation that is the main source of inducing object features in the perturbations. The

role of bound removal is mainly to exaggerate the already emerging patterns in our perturbations. A closer look

at the perturbations provided in Fig. 3.3 in the main paper and Fig. 4.1 to 4.3 in this chapter can reveal that

target object features are frequently emerging in the provided norm-bounded perturbations. By removing the

norm bounds, and keep accumulating the perturbations we let the algorithm focus more on the already emerging

salient features. This gradually results in more clear visualization of those features. Simply removing the norm

bound from an existing targeted attack, e.g. targeted-PGD does not result in salient visual features in the resulting

perturbations. This fact is also illustrated in Fig. 4.8 in this document. We also provide a reference UAP [42]

(un-targeted, norm-bounded) in the figure to further our proposition that computing perturbations over an image

distribution results in regular geometric patterns. Our algorithm is unique in the sense that it can isolate these

regular patterns to reveal human-understandable object features by systematically constraining the perturbations.

4.8.1 Further results for explaining (non-robust) models

Using the explanation objective, perturbations learned with a number of different classes of ImageNet as target

labels are shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. These illustrations corroborate our argument that the ordinary

classifiers learn human perception aligned representation.

Table 4.2: Each column shows the probability of perturbation image predicted as the indicated target class by
different available visual models. The perturbations are originally computed for VGG-16 by setting γ = 1.

Model Bowtie Tripod Harvestman Church Castle Obelisk Mountain Tent
VGG-16 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
VGG-19 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99
Xception 0.97 0.90 0.35 0.94 0.60 0.96 0.15

ResNet-50 0.87 0.97 0.80 0.75 0.18 0.72 0.56
NasNet 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.68 0.78 0.98 0.19

DenseNet-121 0.51 0.52 0.96 0.21 0.32 0.95 0.58

4.8.2 Perturbation classification by other visual models

In order to emphasize that the perturbation patterns manifested under our model explanation objective are

perceived as salient features of the same category by different models, we classify the perturbations for one

model by other models. The original perturbations are computed by setting γ = 1 for transparency. Table 4.2

reports the prediction probabilities of randomly selected classes from our experiments. The results affirm that

the patterns are generally associated well to the correct categories by different classifiers.
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Figure 4.12: Further results of image generation by attacking adversarially robust ResNet-50 with our expla-
nation objective. Target label used in our attacks is mentioned with each row. The used seed image is also
shown for reference.

4.9 Additional results of Image Manipulation Tasks

In this section we provide additional results for the tasks of image generation, in-painting and interactive image

manipulation. These results establish the qualitative superiority of our technique.

4.9.1 Further results of image generation

Further results of image generation by manipulating robust classifier with our explanation attack are given

in Figure 4.12. We use the same experimental setup as used in Chapter 3. As claimed in the Chapter 3,

visually appealing and versatile image generation is possible by attacking adversarially robust classifiers with the

proposed attack. The algorithm is able to generated a variety of images for the same category based on different

seed images.

4.9.2 Further results of image inpainting

Figure 4.13 shows further results for image inpainting by attacking robust classifiers using Algorithm 1a. We use

the same experimental setup for these images as used in the main paper. As can be noticed, visually appealing

inpainting is possible by attacking a robust classifier with the proposed attack to explain the model representation.
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Figure 4.13: Further inpainting results achieved by attacking robust ResNet50 with our explanation objective,
as discussed in the main paper.

4.9.3 Further results of interactive image manipulation

In Figure 4.14, we provide further visual result for interactive image manipulation with robust classifier by our

explanation attack. Again, the same experimental setup is used as reported in the main paper. It is clear that with

a reasonable seed, as realistic image of the target category can be generated. The generated images also result in

visually pleasing backgrounds.

4.10 Perceptibility of explanation perturbations

Due to the objective of explaining a deep model instead of fooling it, our perturbations tend to generate signals

with spatially well-localized energy concentrations. This results in a slightly higher perceptibility of our

perturbations in images. We illustrate this in Figure 4.15. Note that imperceptibility is not our objective and

the provided images are for reference only. We intentionally use the natural images from the target class of

perturbations to show the similarity of the geometric patterns of the target objects with the computed patterns -

in accordance with our explanation objective.
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Figure 4.14: Further visualizations of interactive image manipulation by attacking robust classifier with
explanation objective, as discussed in the main paper.

Figure 4.15: Perceptibility of explanation perturbations: Computed perturbations are shown in the top row.
The second row shows the perturbed natural images that allow slight visual perceptibility (when inspected
closely). Notice the similarity between the geometric patterns appearing in the perturbations and the actual
target objects. Our technique disregards the adversarial notion of imperceptibility to achieve the desired
geometric patterns.
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4.11 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided mathematical insights relevant to our technique and included additional results

for explanation perturbations, adversarial perturbations, and image manipulation tasks. We have highlighted

several salient characteristics of explanation perturbations. It includes their prediction by visual models of

varying architectures. Interestingly, different models can predict explanation perturbations with high confidence.

This observation hints toward the common underlying concepts learned by models of different architecture and

motivates to develop algorithms for transferable targeted attacks. The role of suppression of fooling from samples

of other classes is also visualized. Conforming to intuition, the suppression favors the localization of finer visual

features of the target class. To illustrate that the manifestation of visual concepts is unique to the explanation

technique, we have included a comparison with targeted-PGD and Universal adversarial perturbations. We also

demonstrate low-level image manipulation with our technique by attacking robust classifiers. With these detailed

experiments, we ascertain the model explaining the nature of our attack by achieving realistic image generation,

inpainting, and interactive image manipulation results.
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